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Abstract

This paper analyzes the role of guarantees when a regulator wants to avoid a market
freeze, but at the same time is concerned that its policies may lead to excessive risk-taking.
Banks face a coordination problem in their investment decisions and are allowed to risk-shift
to projects with smaller expected return and higher volatility. Government guarantees can
avoid a market freeze at the cost of increasing risk-shifting behavior. When fundamentals are
below a threshold, the policy maker prefers not to intervene and a market freeze happens. The
possibility of risk-shifting reduces the amount of guarantees needed to avoid a coordination
failure.
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1 Introduction

Recessions are often associated with coordination failures. If agents are pessimistic about eco-
nomic activity they might refrain from investing and lending, and expectations may become self-
fulfilling. During the credit crunch observed in the 2007-2009 crisis, governments have adopted
a series of measures such as tax cuts, banks bailouts, asset purchase programs, etc. One possible
motivation to those policies was to restore market confidence, enhancing coordination. As many
times argued, the flip-side of those interventions is that they might lead to excessive risk-taking,
creating a policy trade-off between coordination and moral hazard. This paper studies this trade-
off in a simple model where banks face strategic complementarities in their investment decisions,
leaving room for coordination failures. Banks have many projects available, some riskier and
with lower expected return than others, leading to the possibility of excessive risk-taking.

In our model, a continuum of banks have basically two investment opportunities: a risk-free
asset and a risky project. The riskless asset yields zero net return. The expected return of the
risky project depends positively on two variables: the amount of banks investing in risky projects
and fundamentals. If banks are not confident others will invest, profitable projects do not find
the required funding (a market freeze). Under the assumption that fundamentals are common-
knowledge, we have the possibility of multiple equilibria if fundamentals are in an intermediate
range. In those situations, it is not clear when and why coordination failures will occur. By
assuming that agents have a small amount of private information about fundamentals, we are
able to select a unique equilibrium in the model using global games techniques.1

Instead of a single type of risky project, we assume that there is a continuum of risky projects
with different idiosyncratic probability of failure. Riskier projects yield a higher return in case
of success. The expected return is increasing in the probability of success and therefore, in the
absence of any intervention, agents choose the less risky project.

In this environment with strategic complementarities, there is room for government interven-
tions aiming to eliminate coordination failures. We analyze a policy in which the government
commits to cover part of the losses incurred by banks in case a project fails. However, this policy
has a side effect on the choice of risky projects. Moral hazard arises from the fact that, when
the government commits to bail out banks in case of failure, it can lead them to choose worse
projects, with smaller expected return. In this context, the government needs to consider the
pros and cons of a policy that aims to enhance coordination. In short, the trade-off we are inter-
ested in is that the more guarantees the government commits to, the smaller is the probability
of a market freeze, but on the other hand, the more banks take excessive risk. We show that
these moral hazard costs can make the government prefer to allow market freezes to happen,

1We follow Morris and Shin (2003) to deal with equilibrium selection. Following the seminal work of Carlsson
and Van Damme (1993), many authors have applied what became known as global games techniques to study
speculative attacks (Morris and Shin, 1998; Guimaraes and Morris, 2007), bank runs (Goldstein and Pauzner,
2005), among others. Sákovics and Steiner (2012) apply those techniques to analyze to which sectors government
should target subsides to avoid coordination failures.
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even knowing that banks would be better off if they were able to coordinate and invest in risky
projects. Also, the possibility of moral hazard reduces the amount of guarantees needed to avoid
a coordination failure.

Government interventions that aim to restore markets functioning have been receiving a
growing attention recently. A large part of this literature focuses on how interventions can
overcome adverse selection in asset markets (examples include Philippon and Skreta, 2012, Tirole,
2012 and Guerrieri and Shimer, 2014). In Camargo, Kim and Lester (2016) a trade-off arise from
the fact that policies that unfreeze markets harmed by adverse selection may deteriorate the
informational content of prices. Our model is more related to another branch of the literature,
that focuses on how policies can help to mitigate coordination failures, when investment and
lending decisions present some sort of strategic complementarity. Bebchuk and Goldstein (2011)
study policy interventions that aim to mitigate coordination failures in a model of credit freezes
similar to Morris and Shin (2004). Our model is very related to theirs, but unlike in those
models, here the government faces a trade-off between coordination and moral hazard.

Cheng and Milbradt (2012), in a dynamic model built upon He and Xiong (2012), study
optimal debt maturity, debt policy and bailouts in a context of debt rollover freezes. As in our
model, managers can risk-shift, moving towards a riskier project with smaller expected return.
The authors show that debt maturity should be such that it does not lead managers to risk-shift
in good times but, at the same time, does not increase too much rollover risk. Their work is
related to ours as they consider the moral hazard issues arising from government (or, in general,
some third party’s) interventions such as bailouts, but we abstract from other issues in their
paper that not the trade-off between coordination and moral hazard, and introduce a continuum
choice set of risky projects. Our simpler and static framework allows us to find clear analytical
results.

Another work that contributes to the debate concerning possible moral hazard distortions
due to liquidity provision is Corsetti, Guimaraes and Roubini (2006). The authors study the role
played by IMF as the international lender of last resort during international financial crises. The
model contradicts the conventional view that liquidity support always induces moral hazard.
Their results suggest that the availability of liquidity funds can even encourage government
to implement desirable reforms which would otherwise be too costly and risky. In a different
framework, Allen et al. (2017) study government guarantees and their effects on banks’ exposure
to runs. As in our model, government guarantees affect the behavior of banks. Their model
focus on how government guarantees affect the contracts banks offer to creditors, while we focus
on how guarantees affect the banks’ choices of projects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the model.
Section 3 presents the policy exercise and the main results. Section 4 concludes.
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2 Model

There is an unit-mass continuum of risk-neutral banks, indexed by i. Each bank has one unit
of capital to invest. They can invest it in a risk-free asset (bonds), which yields a gross return
of 1, or they can invest in some project that has uncertain return. There is a continuum of
projects indexed by π ∈ (0, 1] that require one unit of investment. We refer to those projects
as risky projects or risky assets. Each risky project has a idiosyncratic probability of success
increasing in π. In case a project succeeds, it yields a return given by a function R̃(π, θ), where
R̃ : (0, 1]× R→ R. In case it fails, its gross return is zero. The variable θ denote the aggregate
state (fundamental) of the economy. We assume the following functional form to R̃:

R̃(π, θ) = θ

π
− π

2 + 1.

Notice that this function is decreasing in π for positive values of θ. Thus, riskier projects yield
higher return in case of success.2

The success probability of a project depends positively on the amount of banks investing in
risky projects. There are different ways to justify this assumption. If many firms (projects) in
the economy get funded, that will generate a higher demand and profits for other producers (as
in Cooper and John, 1988 and Kiyotaki, 1988). Alternatively, if projects produce goods that are
part of a supply chain, the lack of funding for some producers may reduce one’s connections and
disrupt its demand and supply of inputs (as in Taschereau-Dumouchel, 2017). The important
thing here is that there are positive spillovers when profitable projects find the required funds. We
denote by l the proportion of banks investing in risky projects. Let p(π, l) denote the probability
of success of project π when l banks are investing in it. We assume that it is given by

p(π, l) =

π if l ≥ b,

γπ if l < b.

where 0 < b < 1 and 0 < γ < 1. We say that there is a market freeze whenever l < b, and in
that case the probability of success of any risk project is smaller. Letting R(π, θ) be the gross
return of project π after all uncertainty realizes, its expected return conditional on some given l
can be written as

El [R(π, θ)] =

E [θ]− π2

2 + π if l ≥ b,

γ
(
E [θ]− π2

2 + π
)

if l < b.

Notice that this function is increasing in π for any given l. Therefore, under no interventions,
banks will never invest in projects with π < 1. Whether a bank will invest in the project π = 1
or not depends on his beliefs about l and the value of θ. If θ < 1/2, then investing in the risk

2If θ < 0 it is not true, but in that case no one will undertake any risky project, since they could get a higher
return by investing in the risk-free asset. Thus, the case where the choice between risky projects is relevant will
not include situations where θ < 0.
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free asset is a dominant action. If θ > 1/γ−1/2 then investing in the risky project is a dominant
choice. Assuming that θ is common knowledge, we have multiple equilibria if 1/2 ≤ θ ≤ 1/γ−1/2.

If we introduce some private information about θ, multiplicity is ruled out. We assume that
θ is drawn from a uniform prior on the real line and that each bank i receives two signals: a
public signal y = θ + η, where η is a normal random variable with zero mean and variance σ2

y ;
and a private signal xi = θ+εi , where (εi)i∈(0,1) are iid normal random variables with zero mean
and variance σ2

x.
We can define a strategy in this environment as a function s(y, xi) that take values I or N ,

where I denotes investing in the (best) risky project and N denotes investing in the risk-free
asset. We say that s(y, x) is a cutoff strategy around x∗ if s(y, x) = I whenever x > x∗ and
s(y, x) = N whenever x < x∗.

Hereafter, we will focus on the limiting case where σx goes to zero. Proposition 1 shows that
in this case there is an essentially unique equilibrium.

Proposition 1. Let θ∗ be defined as:

θ∗ = 1
1− b(1− γ) −

1
2 .

In equilibrium, as σx → 0, banks play according to the cutoff θ∗ (invest if xi > θ∗ and do not
invest if xi < θ∗).

Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 2.2 in Morris and Shin (2003), which implies that the
cutoff θ∗ can be computed assuming that when θ = θ∗ agents are indifferent between the (best)
risky project and the risk-free asset if they have a uniform belief over l. Therefore, given that
agents will choose π = 1, θ∗ must be such that

bγ

(
θ∗ + 1

2

)
+ (1− b)

(
θ∗ + 1

2

)
= 1,

which implies the desired result.

The result above implies that when σx → 0 we have l ≥ b if the realization of θ is higher than
θ∗, and l < b if the realization of θ is smaller than θ∗. In other words, whenever θ < θ∗ there is
a market freeze.

Notice that θ∗ ∈ (1/2, 1/γ − 1/2). As illustrated in Figure 1, we say that if θ is between 1/2
and θ∗ there are coordination failures (or a inefficient market freeze), since everyone would be
better off if the risky projects were undertaken. Agents are failing to coordinate, afraid others
might not undertake the project. Therefore, there is room for interventions that aim to mitigate
coordination failures. The next section points out some trade-offs involving government policies
in this environment.
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Figure 1: Market freezes
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3 Bailouts

We assume in this section that the government commits to pay a part of the loss incurred by a
bank in case its project fails. The policy analyzed here is similar to real world bailout policies
that aim to rescue banks in case they suffer hard losses. We restrict attention to policies that do
not cover more than the capital invested in the project. The policy is the following: before banks
choose their actions, but after observing the public signal y, the government commits to buy at
a price δ ∈ [0, 1) any risky asset after the realization of its return. Notice that to implement this
policy is not necessary to assume that the regulator observes the realization of banks’ payoffs.

Agents will never invest in a project if they believe that R̃(π, θ) < δ, since they could get
1 > δ with certainty by investing in the risk-free asset. Since agents are infinitely well informed
about θ, it will never happen that an agent whose project was successful sell his asset to the
government. Thus, in practice, the government will just pay those guarantees in case some
project fails. The expected return becomes

El [R(π, θ)] =

E [θ]− π2

2 + π + (1− π)δ if l ≥ b,

γ
(
E [θ]− π2

2 + π
)

+ (1− γπ)δ if l < b.

We first study the equilibrium when there is no possibility of moral hazard. To do so, we
assume that the only risky project available is the one with π = 1.

Benchmark case

Assume agents are restricted to invest either in the risk-free asset or in projects with π = 1.
Proposition 2 below is the analogous of Proposition 1 under the government intervention.

Proposition 2. Assume that the government commits to a bailout δ ∈ [0, 1) and agents are not
allowed to invest in projects with π 6= 1. Then, the results in Proposition 1 apply, but the cutoff
θ∗ is now given by

θ∗B = 1− b(1− γ)δ
1− b(1− γ) −

1
2 ,

which is a decreasing function of δ.

The proofs of Propositions 2 and Proposition 3 (to be presented) are similar to the proof of
Proposition 2 and therefore are omitted.
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General case

Now we turn to the case where agents choose optimally in which risky project to invest, given
the government guarantee. If δ > 0, an agent investing in the risky asset will no longer choose
the higher expected return project, π = 1. Since government is covering some losses, banks are
taking excessive risk, with their choice of projects being given by

π∗ = 1− δ.

That is, the more guarantees the government commits to, the more the banks choose worse
projects. Proposition 3 characterizes the equilibrium in this situation.

Proposition 3. Assume the government commits to guarantees δ ∈ [0, 1). Then, the results in
Proposition 1 apply, but the cutoff θ∗ is now given by

θ∗G = 1− b(1− γ)δ
1− b(1− γ) −

1
2 −

δ2

2 , (1)

which is a decreasing function of δ.

Notice that it is very similar to the benchmark case, except for the term − δ2

2 . By allowing
agents to risk-shift, the effect of the intervention over θ∗ is larger. The direct effect of the inter-
vention is captured by −b(1−γ)δ

1−b(1−γ) : banks expected payoffs of investing are higher, since government
is covering part of the losses in case a project fail. The indirect effect is given by − δ2

2 : banks
now have an extra benefit due to the chance to gamble with government money and this also
increases the expected payoff of investing in risky projects.

Optimal guarantees

A strategy to the government is a map from its signal y to a level of guarantees δ ∈ [0, 1). Here
we focus on the limit when σy → 0, meaning that the government has very good information
about fundamentals.3 Since the government has an infinitely precise signal regarding θ, it assigns
probability one that y = θ in the limit. Thus, to simplify the exposition we sometimes replace
the public signal y by the actual value of θ (one can think that the planner actually knows θ).

The government has a trade-off: a higher δ induces more moral hazard, in the sense that
banks move towards riskier projects with smaller expected return. But also, a higher δ reduces
the values of θ for which coordination failures occur. Thus, in principle, even if θ is in the interval
where coordination failures occur, the government might want not to give guarantees to avoid
it, since banks would gamble with taxpayer funds by choosing projects with smaller expected
return than the risk-free asset.

3The order of the limit here matters. First, we took the limit when σx → 0 to derive the equilibrium for a
given level of guarantees and after that we can take the limit σy → 0. As shown in Morris and Shin (2003), to
ensure equilibrium uniqueness, private signals need to be sufficiently precise relative to public signals.
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If the government could enforce agents to invest in the project with π = 1, whenever θ ∈
(1/2, θ∗), the government would give the amount necessary to move θ∗ to the left of θ and thus,
make agents invest in the risky project. Now, since it is not the case anymore, the government
has to take into account the losses due to the choice of worse projects.

For a given signal, the government wishes to give guarantees if the expected return (not
taking into account the guarantees) of the risky projects under the intervention is higher than
the return of the risk-free asset. The government seeks to maximize the total wealth generated in
the economy. Precisely, under the assumption that signals are infinitely precise, the government
objective function is

W =

1 if y < θ∗G,

y − (1−δ)2

2 + (1− δ) if y ≥ θ∗G,
(2)

where the second line is just the expected return of projects when there is no failure, considering
that agents will choose π∗ = 1 − δ. Since y = θ, we could replace y by the actual value of θ in
the expression above. The government chooses δ, and consequently θ∗G, to maximize (2), subject
to δ ∈ [0, 1) and θ∗G given by (1). Proposition 3 pins down the government decision for every
realization of θ.

Proposition 4. The government gives positive levels of guarantees to banks if and only if θ is
in a non-empty interval [θ, θ∗], where θ > 1/2. In that case, the government commits to the
smallest value of δ that implements the threshold θ∗G = θ, which is given by

δ∗(θ) =
√

1
[1− b(1− γ)]2

− 2θ − b(1− γ)
1− b(1− γ) . (3)

Proof. See Appendix A.

The results of Proposition 4 are illustrated in Figure 2. It shows that the optimal policy
never implements a threshold in some neighborhood of 1/2, in contrast to the case with no moral
hazard. In that area, it is too expensive in terms of moral hazard to rescue banks, since it would
be necessary a large amount of guarantees. However, when θ is higher and thus the coordination
problem is not too severe, the government offers guarantees to banks, since the gain due to
coordination is higher than the loss resulting from moral hazard.
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Figure 2: Optimal level of guarantees
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For comparison purposes, the figure also shows the minimal level of guarantees the govern-
ment commits to in the benchmark case, which is given by4

δ(θ) = 1− [1− b(1− γ)]
b(1− γ)

(
θ − 1

2

)
.

Notice that, in that case, the government always intervenes in the area of coordination
failures. The amount of guarantees needed to avoid failures is always higher (since there is
only the direct effect), but the government is always willing to do so, since agents cannot risk-
shift. The possibility of “betting for resurrection” is an additional incentive for banks to finance
still profitable projects. Thus, if the government is in financial distress and cannot credibly
commit to a high level of guarantees, it might actually benefit from the risk-shifting behavior of
financial institutions.5

4 Conclusion

This paper studies the policy trade-off of a regulator that would like to avoid a market freeze,
but is concerned with the opportunistic behavior that its policies may induce. Banks face a
coordination a problem in their investment decisions and may not fund profitable projects if they
are not confident other financial intermediaries in the economy will do the same. Government

4The government commits to, at least, the level of guarantees that implements the threshold θ∗B = θ (the
proof follows the same logic used to derive equation 3 and is omitted to save space). It is indifferent between
announcing this minimum level of guarantees or any higher level, since there will be no coordination failure and
thus all projects will succeed anyway.

5Fiscal issues were very relevant to some countries in the Eurozone during the last financial crisis. See Allen
et al. (2015).
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guarantees that protect investors from bad states may enhance banks’ ability to coordinate, but
at the same time, it worsens the quality of projects that get funded by inducing excessive risk-
taking. In intermediaries states, guarantees are still desirable, despite its moral hazard costs.
For very low states, the regulator prefers not to intervene, since the moral hazard distortions
would be too high, and a market freeze happens. The amount of guarantees needed to avoid a
market freeze is smaller due to moral hazard.

A Proof of Proposition 4

First notice that if θ /∈ [1/2, θ∗] the optimal choice is to give no guarantees: if θ > θ∗ the
government knows that agents will invest with probability one, and thus there is no reason to
give guarantees and make them choose worse projects. If θ < 1/2 the government knows that
the return of any risky project is smaller than one. Also, for any given θ, we can show that
the government will never give a guarantee level greater than δmax(θ) ≡

√
2θ − 1. Otherwise,

banks would invest in projects with expected return smaller than 1. Therefore, for a given
θ ∈ (1/2, θ∗), the government problem is to verify whether he can achieve a threshold equal to θ
by giving guarantees smaller than or equal to δmax(θ). Whenever θ ∈ (1/2, θ∗), the government
chooses to intervene and eliminate coordination failures if there is a δ ≤ δmax(θ) such that
θ∗G(δ) ≤ θ. Since θ∗G(δ) is a decreasing function of δ, if θ∗(δ) ≤ θ for some δ ∈ [0, δmax(θ)], then
θ∗G(δmax(θ)) ≤ θ. Thus, given θ ∈ (1/2, θ∗), the government gives guarantees if and only if

θ∗G(δmax(θ)) = 1− b(1− γ)
√

2θ − 1
1− b(1− γ) − 1

2 −
2θ − 1

2 ≤ θ.

Which can be expressed as

1− b(1− γ)
√

2θ − 1
1− b(1− γ) ≤ 2θ. (4)

When θ = 1/2, the inequality above is violated, since 1
1−b(1−γ) > 1. By continuity, we know that

there is a non-empty interval (1/2, θ) in which condition (4) does not hold. The left-hand side is
a strictly decreasing function of θ and the right-hand side is strictly increasing in θ. We need to
show that the left- and the right-hand side are equal at some point θ < θ∗. To see if this is true,
it is enough to check if LHS < RHS when θ = θ∗ in condition (4):

1− b(1− γ)
√

2θ∗ − 1
1− b(1− γ) R 2θ∗.

Substituting the expression for θ∗(with no guarantees) in the RHS, we get:

−
√

2θ∗ − 1 < 1,
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which is satisfied since θ∗ > 1/2. That is, if θ = θ∗, condition (4) holds with strict inequality,
meaning that there is always an interval [θ, θ∗] in which government intervenes. θ is the value
that solves (4) with equality. Finally, the optimal value of guarantees, δ∗(θ) in equation (3), is
obtained simply imposing θ∗G = θ in the threshold equation given by (1) and solving for δ .
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